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Energy loss due to friction in fluid transportation was a serious energy efficiency 
problem. Then, calcium carbonate (CaCO3) comes as a solution to solve this issue. The 
use of CaCO3 in water flow through the pentagon spiral pipe was effective to create 
more efficient flow by promoting drag reduction (DR). This research aimed to optimize 
the pentagon spiral pipe geometry to promotes drag reduction by CaCO3. The analysis 
has been done by using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) with Ansys Fluent 19.2 in 
a steady-state flow. The flow model of k-ε RNG (Renormalization Group) was adopted 
to analyse the pitch variation effect on the drag reduction in various Reynolds 
numbers. The results showed a strong dependence of the drag reduction on the pitch 
variation and Reynolds number. The Pentagon spiral pipe geometry can be optimized 
with modification in pitch according to the fluid application condition. 
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1. Introduction 
 

This present work shows a comparison between the predictions from a computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) model of flow in pentagon spiral pipe and experimental data of drag reduction (DR) 
by calcium carbonate (CaCO3) that already reported in Sealtial Mau et al., [1]. Ghorai et al., have 
conducted research that has an aim to propose a global empirical correlation for the interfacial 
friction factor and create local modeling of wavy stratified air-water flow in the pipe [2]. The result 
shows things that could not be seen in the experimental method such as velocity profiles in the liquid 
phase, velocity profiles in the gas phase as well as interfacial roughness in wavy stratified flow. 

In early 2019, research about the new method of revealing the DR mechanism was conducted 
[3]. The research has the aim to establish a DNS framework of gas-liquid drag-reducing flow and use 
this framework to obtain numerical results and try to explain the mechanism of two-phase drag 
reduction from the results. Their new method used was Efficient interface tracking method—coupled 
volume-of-fluid and level set (VOSET) and typical polymer constitutive model Giesekus combined 
with the momentum equation of the two-phase turbulent flow. Results show that the DR mechanism 
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can be done due to local enhancement in the core region with local suppression near the walls of 
turbulent fluctuations. Then, as same as single phase flow, gas-liquid drag-reducing flow can be the 
global suppression of turbulent fluctuations. These results can be found only if we used the CFD 
model. 

Drag reduction in internal flow also already conducted in 2013 [4]. They analyze the internal flow 
of the tube covered by the riblet structure using RANS (Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes) and RNG 
(Renormalization Group) k-ε model to generate the governing equation. The result shows that the 
riblet structure weakens the velocity fluctuation and strength of turbulence burst in the boundary 
layer, macroscopically reducing the velocity gradient in near wall region, and consequently 
diminishing the skin-friction resistance. Another case of the k-ε model already used to analyze the 
fluid dynamic behaviors of the two-phase pipe flow in 2012 [5]. Results show a verified conclusion to 
the actual process in the term of crude oil loss of an oil tanker caused by VOC emission. RNG k-ε 
model itself was first researched to generate the equation for turbulent flow [6, 7]. 

In terms of passive control, superhydrophobic media is one of the famous ways. It reveals its high 
relation to drag reduction [8, 9]. Another famous way is spiral pipe. Yanuar et al., investigated the 
effect of calcium carbonate nanoparticles on the flow in a pentagon spiral pipe. The result shows that 
the spiral pipe prevents the sedimentation of heavy particles. The geometry of the spiral pipe also 
generates circumferential flow resulting in the working fluids twisting at a certain Reynolds and it 
enhances the phenomenon of drag reduction [10].  

The aim of this study is to optimize the pentagon spiral pipe geometry to promote drag reduction 
by CaCO3. Analysis has been conducted by using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) with Ansys 
Fluent 19.2 in a steady-state flow and RNG k-ε was used as the flow model to solve the governing 
equation. 

 
2. Methodology 
2.1 Mathematical Model 
 

The mathematical model used in this study is obtained from the continuity and momentum 
equation that differentiated from the Navier-stokes equation that shows below. 
 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝛼𝑓𝜌𝑓) + ∇. (𝛼𝑓𝜌𝑓𝒖𝑓) = 0            (1) 

 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝛼𝑓𝜌𝑓) + 𝛻. (𝛼𝑓𝜌𝑓𝒖𝑓𝒖𝑓) = −𝛼𝑓∇𝑝 + ∇. (𝛼𝑓𝜏𝑓) + 𝛼𝑓𝜌𝑓𝑔 − 𝑓𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔            (2) 

 

As flow characteristics observed in this research represent a turbulent flow, the flow is visualized by 
applying the standard and RNG k–ε equations. 

 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝛼𝑓𝜌𝑓𝑘) + ∇. (𝛼𝑓𝜌𝑓𝒖𝑓𝑘) = 𝛻. (𝛼𝑓Γ𝑘∇𝑘) + 𝛼𝑓𝐺 − 𝛼𝑓𝜌𝑓𝜀        (3) 

 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝛼𝑓𝜌𝑓𝜀) + 𝛻. (𝛼𝑓𝜌𝑓𝒖𝒇𝜀) = 𝛻. (𝛼𝑓𝛤𝜀𝛻𝜀) + 𝛼𝑓

𝜀

𝑘
(𝑐1𝐺 − 𝑐2𝜌𝑓𝜀)       (4) 

 

In this study, the equations are solved in ANSYS Fluent 19.2 to execute CFD simulations. Besides, the 
scientifically detailed flow issue is controlled exclusively by the Reynolds number. 
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2.2 Geometry Model 

 
In this study, the model used is the pentagon spiral pipe that modeled in Autodesk Inventor 2019. 

The pentagon spiral pipe characteristic is same as spiral pipe used in the past study conducted by 
Sealtial Mau et al., [1]. Figure 1 shows the geometry of spiral pipe being modeled.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Pentagon spiral pipe model 

 
Since we are focusing on our research on the pitch variation effects for drag reduction, we use 

three different geometry models with diameter ratio (P/D) of 7.1, 7.6, and 8.1 respectively. The P/D 
of 7.1 has been used in the previous experimental research conducted by Sealtial et al., [1] for water 
flow drag reduction using CaCO3. Next, P/D of 7.6 variation has been used because according to 
Yanuar et al., [11] it is the best P/D for drag reduction in a three-lobed spiral pipe. The P/D of 8.1 is 
another variation that use to more clearly investigation the effect of P/D variations on the drag 
reduction phenomenon. 

 
Table 1 
Dimensions of spiral pipe 
Pipe P/D 

Spiral 1 7.1 
Spiral 2 7.6 
Spiral 3 8.1 

 
2.3 Viscosity Model 
 

The viscosity model that will be used is the Power Law model due to the change of the fluid 
viscosity. Then the effective viscosity model is stated as: 

 

𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐾(
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
)𝑛−1             (5)  

 
where 𝐾 is a consistency index. Moreover, shear stress, 𝜏, is given by the power of n for the velocity 
gradient. 
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2.4 Verification and Validation 

 
The verification has been done by using mesh independency study to determine the perfect 

number of elements for accurate results with efficient use of time. From the conducted mesh 
independency study (Figure 2), it can be concluded that from 600,000 elements total we can obtain 
a reliable result. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Mesh independency study 

 
In consideration of the mesh independency from 800,000 total elements onwards, we conduct 

the simulation with 600,000 elements in totals since according to Figure 3. the time consumed for 
analyzing time is increasing exponentially after 600,000 elements total. For the meshing model in this 
study, we adopted the hexahedral meshing one to investigate deeper about fluid complex flow [12]. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Analyzing time 
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Validation of this research has been done by comparing the results with the previous 
experimental research conducted by Sealtial et al., [1]. The simulation results are in good agreement 
with the previous experiment with less than a 5 percent margin of error. Figure 4 shows the validation 
result of this work. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Validation table 

 
3. Results  
 

Figure 5 shows that the pressure drops tend to rise as the number of ratios of diameter (P/D) 
rising. This phenomenon could be confirmed by Yanuar et al., [11] who conducted research on pitch 
variation of crude oil flow by experimental method. The more pressure drops rising, the more value 
of drag reduction (DR) occurs. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Relationship between friction factor and Reynolds number 

 
By positive correlation, it is also confirmed that a number of pitch ratio rising, DR% could tend to 

rise too. Figure 6 reveals that maximum drag reduction occurs at the number of 40% on P/D = 8.1. 
This happens because the spiral pipe with large P/D occurs smoother transition in the swirl formation.  
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Fig. 6. Drag reduction  

 
The highest DR% is achieved when the swirling effect of the spiral pipe is in full swing at over 

40,000 in Reynolds number. Higher tangential velocity creates higher turbulence to increase the drag 
reduction effect [13].  
 

 
Fig. 7. Axial velocity profile 

 
It can be seen from Figure 7 that different pitch frequency creates differences in the axial velocity 

profile. The best P/D variation creates a more evenly distributed local axial velocity magnitude. The 
axial velocity distribution result indicated the low drag occurred in this flow. This happens because 
of the swirling effect. Furthermore, the core of turbulence and axial velocity is highly correlated with 
swirl intensity [7].  
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4. Conclusions 
 

The increase in P/D creates a better DR due to the increase of swirl number. This happens because 
smoother transition in swirl formation is happening in the pipe with higher P/D. Besides, the larger 
P/D creates a more effective flow based on the more evenly axial velocity distributed, it indicated the 
low drag occurred in this flow.  

Furthermore, the major conclusion that can be pulled from this study is pitch variation has a 
massive impact in terms of drag reduction of water flow. This result also confirmed the past study 
that researched the same thing by the experimental method of crude oil flow [11]. The others, this 
study could complete the state of arts of past study and also confirm its conclusions [1]. 
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